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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an interactive transfer function design tool
based on ellipsoidal Gaussian transfer functions (ETFs). Our ap-
proach explores volumetric features in the statistical space by mod-
eling the space using the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) with a
small number of Gaussians to maximize the likelihood of feature
separation. Instant visual feedback is possible by mappingthese
Gaussians to ETFs and analytically integrating these ETFs in the
context of the pre-integrated volume rendering process. A suite
of intuitive control widgets is designed to offer automatictransfer
function generation and flexible manipulations, allowing an inex-
perienced user to easily explore undiscovered features with several
simple interactions. Our GPU implementation demonstratesinter-
active performance and plausible scalability which compare favor-
ably with existing solutions. The effectiveness of our approach has
been verified on several datasets.

Index Terms: I.3.7 [Computing Methodologies]: Computer
Graphics—Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism

1 INTRODUCTION

Volume exploration focuses on revealing hidden structuresin volu-
metric datasets. Effective exploration is a challenging problem be-
cause there is no prior information available with regard tothe data
distribution. This difficulty is magnified by the fact that exploring
and manipulating in the 3D space is typically counterintuitive and
laborious. Transfer function design is a user-controllable process
that structures the statistical space (i.e., the histograms) and maps
the selected data properties to specific colors and opacities. To bet-
ter disambiguate the various materials and structures, a number of
multi-dimensional transfer functions have been proposed.In par-
ticular, the 2D transfer functions [9] based on scalar values and gra-
dient magnitudes are very effective in extracting multiplematerials
and their boundaries. The specification of 2D transfer functions can
be performed by means of various classification widgets. However,
the selection of features within the multi-dimensional transfer func-
tion is a time-consuming and trial-and-error process, and it is very
likely to yield unsatisfactory results. The gap between theflexi-
bility of multi-dimensional transfer function design and the fidelity
requirement of the volume exploration makes the transfer function
design challenging. This can be witnessed by the huge amountof
efforts being devoted to the development of intuitive transfer func-
tion schemes.
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We have identified three reasons for this. First, the search space
for finding transfer functions is very large in high-dimensional fea-
ture spaces. The user is often required to spend a great deal of
time exploring to understand the underlying features and their spa-
tial relationships within the data set. Second, traditional classifi-
cation widgets are not easily used to represent certain features lo-
cated within multi-dimensional spaces which have complex shapes
because most of them are axis-aligned. Third, modulating the pa-
rameters of the classification widgets to maximize the likelihood of
feature separation is not trivial, even when all features have been
identified.

This paper presents a novel volume exploration scheme based
on the argument that Gaussian transfer functions are well suited
for classification with a unique combination of multiple data val-
ues that localize features in the transfer function domain [10]. Our
new scheme takes an analyze-and-manipulate routine, whereprior
to manipulation, it performs a maximum likelihood feature sepa-
ration of the statistical space to construct a continuous and proba-
bilistic representation with a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The
GMM provides an automatic and suggestive volume classification
by converting its mixture components to a set of ellipsoid Gaus-
sian transfer functions (ETFs). This also leads to a novel transfer
function design tool in the context of the Gaussian transferfunc-
tion scheme [10]. Manipulating the shape, size, orientation, as-
sociated color and opacity of the ETFs allows for flexible volume
exploration while preserving the characteristics of the underlying
volume space. Furthermore, the GMM and associated ETFs can
be iteratively altered by the user to maintain the properties of fea-
ture separation and ease the volume exploration. Figure 1 shows a
two-step exploration procedure.

Unlike previous methods [15, 21] which simply display, merge
or split the clusters, we provide a suite of intuitive user widgets to
ease the interactions thanks to the flexibility of the Gaussian func-
tions. For each Gaussian, the user is capable of performing transla-
tion, rotation, scaling and division operations. Similar to traditional
transfer function widgets, the user can freely manipulate some wid-
gets to locate interesting features. For instance, rotating the Gaus-
sian widgets helps the user find interesting features in different di-
rections, while scaling can expand and shrink the regions within
the feature space. To find small-scale features in large-scale Gaus-
sians, our interface allows the user to subdivide it into smaller ones.
Possible operations include direct subdivision of existing ones and
insertion of new mixture components into the existing mixture by
using the greedy Expectation-Maximization algorithm. Using ar-
bitrary directional Gaussian transfer functions facilitates the repre-
sentation of features within a complex shape, and can be integrated
into the pre-integration volume rendering process based onthe an-
alytic integral formation [10].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related
work is summarized in Section 2. The maximized likelihood
volume classification is described in Section 3, followed by
Section 4 that introduces an interactive classification interface. We
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Figure 1: Modeling the (density, density gradient magnitude) 2D histogram with the GMM for the Feet dataset. (a) The automatically generated Gaussian transfer
functions, the corresponding volume rendering, and volume renderings associated with each mixture component. (b) The result obtained by scaling the red and plum
Gaussian transfer functions and adjusting their maximum opacities, in which the relationship between the toes and ankles is clearly shown.

present the implementation details in Section 5, and demonstrate
the results in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

Multi-Dimensional Transfer Functions A complete review of ex-
isting transfer function design is beyond the scope of this article.
We refer the reader to Pfister et al. [14]. We restrict our discus-
sion to the design of multi-dimensional transfer functions[11]. In
spite of its excellent performance in materials classification, multi-
dimensional transfer functions have not received widespread atten-
tion until the important work by Kindlmann and Durkin [7]. Their
research showed that determining multi-dimensional transfer func-
tions in a 2D histogram of data values and gradient magnitudes can
effectively capture boundaries between materials. To facilitate the
multi-dimensional transfer function specification, Knisset al. [9]
introduced a set of manipulable widgets. Local [8, 16] and global
information [3, 4] can been incorporated into the multi-dimensional
transfer function domains. However, determining appropriate trans-
fer functions with traditional classification widgets is a trial-and-
error process, particularly because conventional transfer function
widgets lack the necessary information needed to guide the user
towards a correct feature separation.
Intuitive Transfer Functions Design There has been a great
deal of excellent work done to simplify the creation of multi-
dimensional transfer functions. Tzeng and Ma [21] used the ISO-
DATA algorithm to perform clustering in the multi-dimensional his-
tograms. Roettger et al. [15] proposed spatial transfer functions
that consider spatial information in the process of clustering 2D
histograms. To effectively structure the feature space, Selver and
Güzelis [17] use a self-generating hierarchial radial basis function
network to analyze the volume histogram stacks and Maciejewski et
al. [12] applied a non-parametric density estimation technique. To
make transfer function design as easy as painting, Tzeng et al [20]
introduced a painting interface that derives high-dimensional trans-
fer functions by using machine learning techniques. In thispaper,
we introduce a new volume exploration scheme by analyzing the

histogram space with the Gaussian mixture model, maximizing the
likelihood of feature separation. Instant visual feedbackis possible
by mapping these Gaussians to ellipsoid Gaussian transfer func-
tions (ETFs) and analytically integrating these ETFs in thecontext
of the pre-integrated volume rendering process.
Gaussian Mixture Model The Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) [1] is well-suited to the modeling of clusters of points.
In this model each cluster is assigned a Gaussian, with its mean
somewhere in the middle of the cluster, and with a standard
deviation that measures the spread of that cluster. It has been
widely used in pattern recognition [19]. GMM has also been used
in the visualization community. For instance, Correa et al.[2] used
it to model uncertainty distributions.

By removing the normalized term from the GMM, the mix-
ture components become a sum of the Gaussians. This is exactly
the Gaussian transfer functions used in multi-dimensionaltransfer
function design [10, 18]. Note that, most of these methods utilize
axis-aligned ellipsoidal Gaussian transfer functions. Incontrast,
in our approach the mixture components of the GMM are repre-
sented as a sum of arbitrary directional Gaussian transfer functions,
which have been proven to be very efficient in representing complex
shapes [6].

3 EXPLORING THE FEATURE SPACE WITH THE GMM

GMM is an unsupervised process that yields a continuous and prob-
abilistic feature representation, and can be used to extract coherent
regions in the feature space and corresponding coherent structures
in the input data space [1]. We choose to use the GMM to ex-
plore the 2D histogram space for two reasons. First, the parameters
of the GMM are determined by means of the maximum likelihood
principle and the Expectation-Maximization algorithm, effectively
characterizing the feature space. With that, the conventional 2D
transfer function editing can be more convincing and reasonable.
Second, the user can flexibly manipulate them to explore unknown
features by mapping mixture components to the Gaussian transfer
functions. Due to the integration of a Gaussian function being ana-



lytic, Gaussian transfer functions can be effectively pre-integrated,
and evaluated on commodity graphics hardware.

3.1 Maximized Likelihood Feature Separation
With a 2D histogram space (e.g., the density vs the gradient magni-
tude), the semi-parametric Gaussian mixture model can be used to
estimate the distribution based on the assumption that the histogram
distribution is generated by a mixture of Gaussian functions. Each
homogenous region in the feature space is represented by a Gaus-
sian distribution:

g(x|µ,Σ) =
1

2π|Σ|1/2
e−

1
2 (x−µ)T Σ−1(x−µ) (1)

whereµ is the mean value andΣ is a 2× 2 covariance matrix in
the 2-D space. The distribution of all regions is represented by a
Gaussian mixture model:

p(x|θ ) =
k

∑
j=1

α jg j(x|µ j,Σ j) (2)

whereα j is the mixing probability of thejth Gaussian where

k

∑
j=1

α j = 1 and for j ∈ {1, · · · ,k} : α j ≥ 0

θ denotes the parameter set of the GMM withk components:

θ = {α1, · · · ,αk,µ1, · · · ,µk,Σ1, · · · ,Σk} (3)

Because the set of mixtures of Gaussian functions is parametric,
the density estimation problem can be defined more specifically as
a problem of finding the set of parametersθ that specifies the model
to which the points in the feature space most likely belong. Given a
set of feature vectorsx1, · · · ,xn, the maximum likelihood estimation
of θ is:

θ̂ = argmax
θ

p(x1, · · · ,xn|θ ) = argmax
θ

n

∏
i=1

p(xi|θ ) (4)

The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [5] providesan
iterative means to determineθ . Given an initial estimated parame-
ter setθ , the EM algorithm iterates over the following steps until it
converges to a local maximum of the likelihood function:
• E Step:

P( j|xi) =
α j p(xi|µ j,Σ j)

∑k
j=1 α jg(xi|µ j,Σ j)

i = 1, · · · ,n, j = 1, · · · ,k (5)

• M Step:

α̂ j =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

P( j|xi) µ̂ j =
∑n

i=1 P( j|xi)xi

∑n
i=1 P( j|xi)

Σ̂ j =
∑n

i=1 P( j|xi)(xi − µ̂ j)(xi − µ̂ j)
T

∑n
i=1 P( j|xi)

(6)

The E step finds the expected value of the log-likelihood
∑n

i=1 log p(xi|θ ) and the M step finds new parameters to maximize
the expectation computed in the E step. With a few iterations, this
algorithm converges to a locally optimal solution. However, the
convergence to a globally optimal solution is not guaranteed and
the number of iterations depends on the initial assigned parameters.
As for some complicated data, this dependency requires the user
to spend a great deal of time to find properly initialized parameters.
For most practical data, the optimal number of mixture components

k is unknown, this requires that the user try many different numbers.
This poses a difficulty for interactive volume classification.

To overcome these drawbacks, the greedy EM algorithm [22]
builds the model in an adaptive manner. After starting with asingle
component whose parameters are trivially computed, two steps are
alternatively performed: adding a new component to the mixture,
and updating the complete mixture using the above mentionedE
step and M step until certain criterions are met. With this greedy
algorithm, the initial parametersθ do not need to be assigned by the
user, and the number of mixture components becomes manageable.
If the results are not satisfying, the user can insert new components
to update the GMM. Fig. 2 shows the volume classification results
of the Engine dataset using this greedy algorithm. In Fig. 2 (b), a
new component is inserted to the clustering result shown in Fig. 2
(a), classifying the main body and wheels parts.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Using the greedy EM algorithm to classify the Engine data with
different number of mixture components: (a) 3; (b) 4. In (b), the main body and
wheel parts are classified.

After finding an appropriateθ , each pixel in the feature space
is associated with a probability vectorp = (p1, · · · , pk) such that
pi = g(x|θi). With these vectors, the discrete 2D histogram space
becomes a continuous space. Different from the non-parametric
kernel density estimation [12], the GMM is a semi-parametric den-
sity estimation technique, where an analytical Gaussian function
is used to represent each cluster. This property greatly favors the
clustering results with a set of transformations as described later.

3.2 Ellipsoid Gaussian Transfer Functions

One important advantage of the GMM based separation over previ-
ous work [15, 21] is that the obtained mixture components canbe
converted to ellipsoidal Gaussian transfer functions (ETF)

ρ(x) = αmaxe−
1
2 (x−µ)T Σ−1(x−µ) (7)

whereαmax is the maximum opacity of the ETF and the symmetric
covariance matrix provided by EM algorithm is defined as:

Σ−1 =

[

a b
b c

]

(8)
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Figure 3: Visualizing the Carp dataset (256×256×512) with 3 ETFs by (a) analytic integration at the object sample distance 0.6; (b) numerical integration at the
object sample distance 0.3; (c) numerical integration at the object sample distance 0.6. Their performances are 23fps, 13fps, 38fps, respectively.

whereb can be non-zero. Compared to the axis-aligned GTF used
in [10, 18] whereΣ−1 is a diagonal matrix, our ETF is more gen-
eral and affords more flexible feature separation. Since themixing
probability of each Gaussian represent its maximal contribution to
density distribution, we can use it to set initialαmax for each ETF.
Automatic Color Assignment According to the principles of color
design [23], the luminance is important for perception of trans-
parency and the hue plays a major role for visual labeling. Thus,
we propose a perception-enhanced coloring scheme, which auto-
matically assigns an HSL-based color to thejth ETF:

h j =
j×360

k
, s j = 1.0, l j =

j +m
k +m

(9)

wherem is an integer between 0 andk to avoid dummy luminance.

3.3 Pre-integrated Volume Rendering with the ETFs
Kniss et al. [10] and Song et al. [18] have derived analytic forms
to pre-integrate axis-aligned Gaussian transfer functions. In this
section, we demonstrate that an arbitrarily directional ETF can also
be incorporated with the pre-integrated volume rendering.

According to the volume rendering equation [13], the opacity
can be expressed as:

α = 1−exp(−
∫ D

0
α(x(λ ))dλ ) = 1−exp(−

∫ D

0

n

∑
j=1

ρ j(x(λ ))dλ )

= 1−exp(
n

∑
j=1

(−
∫ D

0
ρ j(x(λ ))dλ )) (10)

whereD is the distance between the entry and existing sampling
points f and b. By assuming that the feature vectorx between
x f andxb vary linearly, the integration term−∫ D

0 ρ j(x(λ ))dλ in
Equation 10 becomes:

R j = −
∫ D

0
ρ j(x(λ ))dλ (11)

= −
∫ D

0
αmaxje

− 1
2 (x f−µ j+λ

xb−x f
D )T Σ−1

j (x f−µ j +λ
xb−x f

D )dλ

Suppose the feature vectorx consists of a density component and a
gradient magnitude component, we havex = {s,g}, µ j = {s j,g j},

x f = (s f ,g f ), andxb = (sb,gb). We defineks =
sb−s f

D , kg =
gb−g f

D ,
ds = s f − s j, dg = g f −g j, yielding:

R j = −
∫ D

0
amaxe

− 1
2

(

a(ksλ+ds)2+2b(ksλ+ds)(kgλ+dg)+c(kgλ+dg)
2
)

dλ

Let A=
√

ak2
s +2bkskg+ck2

g, B=(aksds+b(ksdg∗+kgds)+ckgdg)/A,
C=(ad2

s +2bdsdg+cd2
g )−B2, R can be written as:

R j = −
∫ D

0
amaxe

− 1
2

(

(Aλ+B)2+C
)

dλ

= −amax

√

π
2

e−
C
2

A
(er f (

AD+B√
2

)−er f (
B√
2
))

= −P · (er f (
AD+B√

2
)−er f (

B√
2
)) (12)

whereer f (z) =
∫ z
0 e−z2

dx andP = amax

√

π
2

e−
C
2

A . When A is less

than or equal to zero,R j can be evaluated with Equation 7. The
final opacity isα = 1−exp(∑n

j=1 R j).
Previous work [10, 18] approximates theer f function with a 2D

texture, and thus is a means of numerical integration. Instead, we
analytically evaluate the form by leveraging the newest GPU, lead-
ing to high quality pre-integrated volume rendering. Fig. 3(a,c)
compares our result with that of numerically integrated rendering
at the same sampling rate. Fig. 3 (b) shows the result from thenu-
merical integration scheme when performed at a doubled sampling
rate. Although comparable visual effects are achieved in Fig. 3
(a,b) , our approach is much faster than the numerical integration
approach.

4 OUR EXPLORATION WIDGETS

With an input dataset and its associated histogram, our approach
employs EM clustering to automatically compute a set of sugges-
tive ETFs at the beginning. The choice of appropriate numberof
components in clustering can be achieved in a greedy manner as
mentioned in section 3.1, rather than determining them in the first
place [21, 12]. This could be very helpful for inexperiencedusers.
Surely, if the user has adequate knowledge about the data, wealso
allow the user to define new ETFs to explore the data without utiliz-
ing the GMM clustering. This is the major difference betweenour
volume exploration and previous work [15, 21], where the user’s
operations are limited in the clustered space. If the initial ETFs
defined by the user or provided by the EM clustering are not sat-
isfying, the user has to change the ETFs by using something other
than a recoloring operation. As shown in Fig. 1 (a), the features de-
termined by the red ETF are very large, but by solely adjusting its
αmax, it is difficult to show other clear structures. Accordingly, we
designed a suite of exploration widgets to allow the user to freely
manipulate the ETFs. Fig. 4 illustrates the pipeline of our approach.

4.1 Ellipsoid Classification Widgets

Unlike the inverse triangular or rectangular widgets used in previ-
ous work [10, 18], the manipulation primitives in our approach are
arbitrarily directional ellipsoidal ETFs, and the operations can be
represented as a variety of transformations to the covariance matrix
Σ. The center of the ellipse is the mean valueµ, and other parame-
ters can be computed by applying the singular value decomposition
algorithmto the matrixΣ−1:

Σ−1 =

[

a b
b c

]

(13)

=

[

cos(φ) −sin(φ)
sin(φ) cos(φ)

]

[

σ0 0
0 σ1

]

[

cos(ψ) −sin(ψ)
sin(ψ) cos(ψ)

]T

where 1√
σ0

and 1√
σ1

are the ellipse radii along the major and minor

axes,φ is the angle between thex-axis and the major axis of the
ellipse, andψ is the angle between the minor-axis and thex-axis.

For a symmetry 2× 2 matrix, ψ is equal toφ . The following
affine transformations can be applied:
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Figure 4: The pipeline of our approach.

• Translation- shifting the meanµ. The user can move the widget
in the histogram space to explore interesting features.
• Rotation- rotating the covariance matrixΣ. This adds an angle
β to theφ andψ and substitutes in a newφ andψ in Equation 13,
leading to a new covariance matrixΣ.
• Scaling- scaling the radii of the principle axesσ0 andσ1, enlarg-
ing or shrinking the Gaussian along its tiled angleφ .

Fig. 5 demonstrates four operations to the red ETF shown in
Fig. 1 (a): recoloring, translating, scaling and rotating.By interac-
tively specifying each mixture component, the corresponding fea-
ture regions can be observed, providing a context to modulate the
transfer functions. Although there are no guidance in thesetrans-
formations, the better classification results can be easilyachieved.
• Subdivision Often, some mixture components may include more
than one feature, as illustrated by the dark red ETF in Fig. 2 (a). To
find more interesting small-scale features in an ETF, two operations
can be performed. First, the greedy EM algorithm can be employed
again to yield more ETFs (see Fig. 2). This is done automatically.
Meanwhile, the transformations done by the user cannot be incor-
porated into the subdivision. This is also a limitation of the current
EM algorithm. An alternative solution is to directly subdivide an
ETF into two pieces along the major axis, yielding two half radii
for σ0 andσ1. Further, the user can use the scaling operations to
refine them when this subdivision obscures some interestingfea-
tures. Fig. 6 shows an example, where the joints of the feet can
be distinguished from other structures with the subdivision widget.
Obviously, we cannot expect the subdivision always lead to abetter
classification for data features. If the classification results are unsat-
isfactory, the user can easily backtrack to the original ETFor delete
the unwanted one and refine them toward better classification.

5 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We have implemented and tested our system on a PC with a Core 2
Duo E6320 1.8 GHZ CPU, 2.0 GB RAM and an NVIDA Geforce
8800 GTS video card (256 MB video memory) using Cg Language.
All images shown in this paper were generated at a resolutionof
1024×768. The implementation includes two parts: the greedy EM

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Manipulating the red ETF shown in Fig. 1 (a). (a) Recoloring. (b)
Translating the recolored ETF in (a) 0.21 along the x-axis and -0.15 along the
y -axis. (c) Scaling the recolored ETF in (a) 0.38 along both the major and minor
axes. (d) Rotating the recolored ETF in (a) 45 degrees counter-clockwise.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Subdividing an ETF into two smaller ones. (a) An ETF and the
rendering result. (b) The recolored and subdivided two ETFs and associated
results, where the joints are differentiated from other structures.

algorithm and ray casting based pre-integrated volume rendering.
We use the accelerated greedy EM algorithm [22] which has proven
to be convergent for large data sets. It first partitions the data into
blocks withkd-tree to pre-compute the statistical variables used in
the optimization, and then uses the partitioned blocks to perform
the optimization.

There are two fashions of using the greedy EM clustering algo-
rithm. The first one performs the EM clustering only once in the
entire procedure, i.e., a maximum number of components are gen-
erated in the first stage. The components can be freely mergedand
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Figure 7: Progressive exploration of the Teeth (256×256×161) dataset using the (density, density gradient magnitude) histogram. (a) The automatically generated
ETFs and rendering results. (b) Distracting regions are removed when the dark red ETF is deleted, yielding clearer visualization of the pulp and the dentin. (c) The
user moves, scales and rotates the blue ETF to discover the pulp. (d) The user scales and subdivides the dark red ETF, and scales the green ETF. All structures are
clearly shown.

Nr One-round Multi-round Numerical Analytic
3 413ms 413ms 22 fps 19 fps
4 795ms 262ms 16 fps 12 fps
5 1301ms 273ms 14 fps 9 fps
6 2289ms 293ms 11 fps 7 fps

Table 1: The component number (the first column), the clustering perfor-
mance (the second and third columns) and the rendering performance (the
fourth and fifth columns) with numerical integration and analytic integration for
the Engine dataset (256×256×128). The image resolution is 1024×768.

manipulated, but not added. We call it theone-round clustering.
In contrast, the second fashion takes amulti-round procedure, i.e.,
new components can be inserted progressively based on an arbi-
trary initial separation. The later is preferred in our system because
it achieves both higher performance and greater flexibilitythan the
one-round scheme. The second and third columns of Table 1 com-
pare the performance of these two fashions.

Evaluating the analytic form of the ETFs for pre-integratedvol-
ume rendering on the GPU induces some computational overhead,
as demonstrated by the comparison to conventional lookup table
enabled numerical integration (see the fourth and fifth columns of
Table 1). However, our analytic integration mode can yield results
of comparable quality at a lower sampling rate in ray castingthan
that produced by the numerical integration. Note that the render-
ing performance gradually decreases with the increasing number of
components which is listed in the first column of Table 1.

In our experiments, we found that a small number of mixture
components is sufficient for a good approximation to the distribu-
tion of the 2D feature space meanwhile offering a rich space of
exploration. As shown in Table 1, the generation of 5 mixturecom-
ponents typically requires 1.3 seconds with an unoptimizedCPU
implementation.

6 APPLICATIONS

The statistical properties contained in the 2D histogram can be ar-
bitrary and data-dependent. For conventional CT or MRI datasets,
the density and density gradient magnitude are two commonlyused
features. By applying other derived properties like the second-order
differential properties, or the multi-variables of the dataset itself,
the user is equipped with a exploration tool for free featureexplo-
ration, transfer function design, data comparison, as wellas knowl-
edge assisted multivariate volume visualization.

6.1 Feature Space Exploration

Kindlmann and Durkin [7] noticed that materials’ boundaries ap-
pear as arcs in the (density, density gradient magnitude) space.
The user can search for the boundaries by selecting peaks of the
arches [9]. Our approach explores the feature space from another
viewpoint based on the well established statistical and probabilis-
tic theories. One distinctive advantage of our approach is that a set
of suggestive ETFs is automatically generated, which simplifies the
user interaction, and reduces the user’s workload. Still, the sugges-
tive ETFs can be iteratively updated, leading the user to thereal
spatial relationship within the underlying dataset. The efficiency of
this scheme has been demonstrated on a variety of datsets including
anatomical and flow simulation datasets.

Fig. 1 shows an exploration process for the Feet dataset. Thefirst
step, i.e., the automatic classification by means of the maximized
likelihood algorithm, produces four ETFs, of which the red and
plum ETFs dominate. The red one corresponds to the skin and
bone parts, and the plum determines parts of the skin and the ankle
part. Most of the voxels in the dataset belong to these two ETFs.
However, the skin by the red ETF hides the phalanges and the ankle,
and parts of the skin by the plum ETF occludes the main ankle parts.
Scaling these two ETFs and adjusting their maximum opacities can
clearly differentiate the phalange and ankle. Fig. 1 (b) shows the
adjusted results.

In the above examples, all of the important structures are iden-
tified with the automatically generated ETFs. For many other
datasets, however, most parts of the obtained clusters are noise



Figure 8: Exploring the Horseshoe Vortex dataset using the (the second invariant of the velocity gradient, its gradient magnitude) feature space. The automatically
generated 3 ETFs (top left) produces a result (middle) that shows some noise in the the vortex region. By moving the plum ETF and scaling three ETFs (bottom left),
the two layered vortex tubes are clearly shown (right).

while only a small region corresponds to interesting structure. The
main reason is that the maximized likelihood algorithm assumes a
probability distribution for the entire dataset, and it therefore can
not get rid of noisy structures generated by the ETFs. One such ex-
ample is the dark red ETF (see Fig. 7 (a)) that yields a large amount
of noise and very little meaningful information. Translating this
ETF can improve the results, as shown in Fig. 7 (b). Further, the
user may observe that the steel blue ETF contains some parts of the
pulp, and some noise in the region of low gradients. By translating
it to the region of higher gradient magnitudes, scaling and rotating
it, the pulp is revealed (see Fig. 7 (c)). As a result of the dark red
ETF containing the dentin and some parts of the pulp, not all of the
structures are visible even after the maximum opacity of thedark
red ETF is lowered. This problem can be addressed by scaling and
subdividing the dark red ETF into two parts, as shown in Fig. 7(d).

Fig. 8 shows a two-stage exploration of the Horseshoe Vortex
dataset using the (the second invariant of the velocity gradient, its
gradient magnitude) feature space. Notice that some noisesinduced
by the medium purple and plum ETFs (see the middle one in Fig. 8).
After moving the plum ETF and scaling three ETFs, two layered
vortex tubes are clearly shown (see the right one in Fig. 8).

6.2 Knowledge Assisted Visualization

In addition to the feature space composed by density and density
gradient magnitude, other features can be employed. Often,users
who work on the multivariate time-varying data have specificdo-
main knowledge regarding the properties and the distribution of the
data. Expressing this distribution information with a set of GMM-
enabled probabilistic representations in a selected feature space
would best characterize the feature separation, and consequently
facilitate a quick discovery of the particularly interesting features.

Fig. 9 displays the 30th out of 100 time steps of a vorticity field
produced by an 128-cube simulation of a compressible and turbu-
lent slip surface. Scientists assume that the vortex existsin the re-
gion of a large vorticity and a small pressure. The initial effort per-
formed by our Volume Exploration tool produces 4 mixture com-
ponents (top left) in the (vorticity, pressure) feature space, and dis-
covers feature regions that contain too many vortices in thesurface
(middle). By examining the characterized regions of each ETF, the
user finds that the cyan and yellow ETFs are the main cause of the
ambiguity. Three operations are then performed, namely, remov-

ing these two ETFs, rescaling and recoloring the other two ETFs.
The new result (see the right one in Fig. 9) reveals the kinking and
tangling vortex tubes.

Note that, the feature space in this example does not containarc-
like shapes. It may be quite challenging for approaches thatrely
on the specification of the arc-shapes. In contrast, our approach
can yield plausible results by leveraging the separation capability of
the continuous and probabilistic representation with the GMM. An-
other advantage of the GMM is that it, by nature, takes a Gaussian
form, and shares the benefits of the Gaussian Transfer Functions.

6.3 Discussion

Our volume exploration tool provides an easy-to-use exploration
mechanism. However, automatically generating the maximized
likelihood separation may lead to distracting noise or uninteresting
materials, as shown in Fig. 7. Meanwhile, the current greedyEM
algorithm does not allow for incorporating adjusted results into the
clustering process. A new EM algorithm is needed to better utilize
the users’ prior knowledge in the optimization procedure.

Our current implementation only tests the maximized likelihood
feature separation in the 2D feature spaces. It is straightforward to
apply our scheme to a higher-dimensional feature space. Themain
challenge is that the performance will drop greatly with theincreas-
ing number of dimensions. In the future, we plan to develop a GPU
implementation of an accelerated EM algorithm, and apply itto
higher-dimensional feature spaces like the ones introduced in [20].

7 CONCLUSION

The paper introduces a new volume exploration scheme with the
unique ability to capture the data characteristics, while still afford-
ing favorable user interactivity. This flexibility is especially helpful
for inexperienced users because it can automatically provide a sug-
gestive volume classification by means of a greedy EM algorithm.
By allowing the user to interactively select pre-computed clusters
in the feature space, he or she can have an initial picture of the un-
derlying dataset. Next, each cluster can be manipulated with a suite
of interactive widgets, whose consequences still take an ellipsoid
gaussian form, i.e., they can be analytically integrated. By leverag-
ing the power of GPGPU, the ETF-enabled transfer function can be
seamlessly incorporated with the conventional pre-integrated vol-
ume rendering to generate high quality visualization results.



Figure 9: Exploring the Turbulent dataset in the (vorticity, pressure) feature space. The result (middle) with the automatically generated 4 ETFs (top left) does not
clearly show the vortex tubes. By performing a sequence of operations, namely, removing the cyan and chartreuse ETFs, scaling the other two ETFs and recoloring
them, the kinking and tangling vortex tubes are clearly shown with a large contrast.
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